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drugs, for which sufficient clinical experience has not been obtained, are not
included. The work is conveniently arranged and efficiently indexed for
handy use by the busy practitioner.
W. F. S.
THE NATURE OF NATURAL HISTORY. By Marston Bates. New York,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950. 309 pp. $3.50.
As author, traveler, and scientist, Dr. Bates is well qualified to expand
"the approach of science to the living world" for laymen and specialist
alike. His book has the personal quality of a collection of essays but
contains considerable information from the fields of biological concepts and
the allied sciences, colored with biographical sketches and humor. As one
might expect from the title, he occasionally teeters on the edge of philo-
sophical whirlpools but, in general, confines his discussion more closely to
the questions than to their possible answers. Perhaps the most readable part
of the book deals with biological interrelationships. Here he suggests that
his purpose is the further application of the methods of biological relation-
ships to human achievement outside of science. This purpose is over-
shadowed, however, by a more subtle and important achievement-the
conveyance of his own curiosity and enthusiasm. Thus, The Nature of
Natural History is not a report of new scientific work but rather contributes
to the enjoyment of anyone interested in science or scientists.
0. L. K.
CHARLES DARWIN THE NATURALIST AS A CULTURAL FORCE. By Paul B.
Sears. New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950. ix + 124 pp. $2.00.
In reading Dr. Sears' concise but nonetheless informative evaluation of
Charles Darwin and the theory of evolution one senses that the author is
attempting more than a cursory review of the subject matter. Yet it is
quite difficult to derive a consistent argument with valid conclusions from
his book. Dr. Sears, realizing that knowledge without morality can wreak
destruction on mankind, makes a valiant effort to establish an objective
basis for moral judgment. There must be a universal source of agreement
and an understanding of brotherhood; this, he feels, can come from the fact
of the common descent of man as proclaimed in the theory of evolution and,
to a somewhat limited extent, from science. Even religion is to "square
itself at the start with the physical and biological verities." Yet, science
can give no objective foundation to religion for "religion deals with much
that is beyond the present reach of science." Herein is a dilemma which is
not resolved.
Perhaps if we examine ethical behavior on a broader basis, we may still
hope to discover the universal principle Dr. Sears urgently demands. He
tells us that conduct is based upon man's conception of the kind of universe
of which he is a part. Further, every human culture has its own conception
of the universe, and its standards of "enlightened ethical behavior" are
based upon that concept. Thus it becomes necessary to insist that each
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The only hope is education, yet the limitations placed on this solution are
severe. The author feels that the rightful function of education is to fit the
young "to participate in their culture and to preserve it"; social change
must come from the adult community, not the schools. In addition, each
culture is "to have considerable respect for the past and its achievements,
to rely on scrutiny and selection at least as fully as on experiment...
Under such restrictions education can never transcend the tight boundaries
of individual cultural groups in anything but science, which we previously
found inadequate to establish universal moral judgments.
It would appear then that Dr. Sears is left with the theory of evolution as
his sole universal principle. He answers the neo-Darwinian school by citing
mutual aid as evidence against competition and struggle. However, mutual
aid is but an empirical fact which would seem to satisfy antithetic
hypotheses. Thomas Hobbes' idea of man under natural law is not contra-
dicted by the fact of mutual aid. Nietzsche is summarily dismissed, maybe
rightly so, but his belief in the struggle against nature and the will for
power cannot be ignored when considering the philosophic significance of
the theory of evolution.
Possibly much of the confusion arises from the oversimplification which
brevity necessitates. Dr. Lecomte du Noiuy has observed that the "scale of
observation" colors any conclusions obtained. Dr. Sears passes from the
philosophic implications of the theory of evolution to the effect of the theory
on democratic schools, etc., with but brief regard of the different conditions
inherent in such diverse situations. Had his perspective been as constant as,
for example, the view of the universe taken by George Stewart in Man, An
Autobiography, the argument would have been more lucid. Nonetheless,
Dr. Sears surveys a very difficult subject in a brief and provocative manner,
and points up many relevant and interesting facts concerning Charles
Darwin and the theory of evolution.
K. G. B.
HISTOLOGY. By Arthur W. Ham. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, 1950. xix + 756 pp. $10.00.
A book in which an effort has actually been made to present a subject to
beginning medical students as clearly and interestingly as possible has been
published in the field of histology. This stated goal of Dr. Ham's has been
thoroughly achieved, for the book serves not only as a fine histology text,
but as an excellent introduction to endocrinology, cytology (in the presenta-
tion of staining techniques), and many aspects of physiology. Dr. Ham's
claim for its usefulness to graduates of medicine may perhaps be questioned,
however, since his treatment of topics is of necessity on a plane too broad
to be suited to few other than freshman students.
The outstanding feature of the book is the author's ability at clear
expression free from the usual textbook faults of monotony in style and
sickening repetition. The sections on bone and tooth formation should be